
 

Raytheon awarded $41M by MDA to
continue developing counter-
hypersonic missile
DAN TAYLOR, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

The Missile Defense Agency has awarded Raytheon
another $41 million to continue development of a
counter-hypersonic missile known as the Glide Phase
Interceptor, according to a company statement.
 

Read More +

 

 

 

Elbit Systems receives $70M EW
contract
DAN TAYLOR, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

Elbit Systems Ltd. has been awarded a $70 million
contract for an unidentified electronic warfare (EW)
solution to be provided to an unidentified country, the
company announced in a statement. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Global AMDR market to reach $14.9B
by 2026: Report
DAN TAYLOR, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

The global air and missile defense radar (AMDR) market
will reached $14.9 billion by 2026, according to a new
market study from Global Industry Analysts Inc.
 

Read More +
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Creating the data fabric for tactical
edge with software-defined wide area
networking
DOMINIC PEREZ, CURTISS-WRIGHT 
 

A software-defined WAN (SD-WAN) can establish a data
fabric capable of dealing with any tactical edge scenario
where reliable WAN is needed. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Radar card aims to enable developers
to test systems in lab using live data
prior to deployment
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR 
 

Radar and sensor company Cambridge Pixel has
launched its new HPx-310 radar output card, intended to
enable developers to perform end-to-end systems testing
in the laboratory prior to deployment with a radar.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

U.S. Air Force FACE/SOSA Sept TIM
registration is live
JOHN MCHALE, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR 
 

Registration is live for the U.S. Air Force - FACE and
SOSA Consortia Technical Interchange Meeting (TIM)
and expo being held on September 27, 2022 at the
Dayton Convention Center in Dayton, Ohio. The event
will feature expert presentations and demos by a cross-
section of the defense community and industry on Future
Airborne Capability Environment (FACE) and Sensor
Open Systems Architecture (SOSA) related topics by a
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cross-section of the defense community, industry, and
academia.
 

Read More +
 

 

War in Ukraine may drive demand for
embedded systems in armored
vehicles: report
DAN TAYLOR, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

The ongoing war in Ukraine may cause a surge in
investment in embedded systems for the armored
vehicles market, according to a report.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

Raytheon tests Joint All Domain
Command and Control Infrastructure
at Valient Shield 22 exercise
DAN TAYLOR, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

Raytheon conducted a "key test" of its Joint All Domain
Command and Control Infrastructure during the Defense
Department's Valiant Shield 22 exercise this month in the
Western Pacific Ocean, the company said in a statement.
 

Read More +
 

 

 New friend-or-foe identification sensor
tech to be delivered to Norway
DAN TAYLOR, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New RFSoC Gen 3 PCIe Board Offers RF Flexibility
 

The Quartz® Model 7053 is a high-performance 8-Channel A/D & D/A PCIe board based on
the Xil inx® Zynq® UltraScale+™ RFSoC. The Model 7053 supports direct RF sampling using
5 GS/sec 14-bit ADCs and eight 10 GS/sec 14-bit DACs, both supporting analog signals up to

6 GHz. Each data converter has built- in digital downconverters or upconverters with
programmable decimation and interpolation up to 40x and independent tuning for increased

RF flexibil i ty and frequency planning. The Model 7053 is ideal for 5G and LTE wireless,
SIGINT, EW, communications and radar applications. 

> Download Datasheet
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Sensor company Hensoldt will deliver upgraded
Identification-Friend-or-Foe (IFF) technology to
Norwegian armed forces as part of a contract worth $15
million, the company said in a statement.
 

Read More +
 

 

Lockheed delivers 1st modernized
rocket launch system to US Army
DAN TAYLOR, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
 

Lockheed Martin has delivered the first Multi Launch
Rocket System (MLRS) M270A2 launcher to the U.S.
Army, the company announced in a statement.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

SPONSORED WHITE PAPER 
FACE 3.1 Enhancements. What Could
Possibly Go Wrong?
COLLINS AEROSPACE/LDRA TECHNOLOGY/LYNX SOFTWARE
TECHNOLOGIES
 

Future Airborne Capability Environment (FACE) standard
is becoming the defacto standard that suppliers must
conform to, in order to provide technology components
into the US- (and other) specified military systems. This
white paper is an educational piece jointly penned by a
defence systems OEM, a tier one RTOS provider and a
FACE Verification Authority.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

SPONSORED WHITE PAPER 
Unlocking the Value of AI in Defense
ADLINK 
 

AI is viewed as highly important to defense
organizations’ strategy now and in the future. AI-enabled
solutions help defense organizations improve their
mission effectiveness and decision-making through both
military-specific and noncombat-focused applications.
 

Read More +
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Cooling Systems: Removing Heat from Embedded Electronics
Systems

 

Date: On-Demand
Sponsored by: LCR Embedded Systems, nVent/Schroff, Pixus Technologies 

WATCH NOW
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